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“

So, what do you want to see?” asks Yuri in 
his thick Ukrainian accent as he closes the 
front passenger door. I can smell the booze 

on him from the back seat. His deeply set eyes 
glimmer underneath a purple hat with a “New 
York Police Department” logo stitched on it. The 
rest of his wispy body is hunched forwards, as if 
his red t-shirt and khaki vest are weighing him 
down. The driver moves the gear stick into first 
as armed military guards raise the gate in front of 
us. We accelerate and officially enter Chernobyl’s 
thirty-kilometer exclusion zone. I want to show 
Yuri that unlike some average tourist I’ve done 
my homework. I begin to tell him in detail about 
all the things I wish to photograph: the massive 
sarcophagus covering the infamous Reactor Four, 
ground zero of the world’s most catastrophic 
nuclear power plant disaster; the ghost town of 
Pripyat, home to some 49,000 Soviets who became 
our first ever atomic refugees; and the Samosely, 
illegal “self-settlers” that would rather die from 
radiation than abandon their pastoral way of living. 
Yuri nods and nods, and then nods some more. He 
has no idea what I just said.
 “I speak better than I listen,” he mumbles 
and lights a cigarette. “I also photographer,” he 
continues. “I take photo inside Reactor Four.” I 
had asked the tour operator in Kiev to connect me 
with an insider, which is how Yuri picked up this 
exclusive guide gig as a side-hustle for the weekend. 
His real job is measuring radiation levels inside the 
power plants.
 “How close have you been to Reactor Four?”
 “About twenty-thirty meters. Have to 
run very fast.” Yuri scratches one of the many 
irregularly shaped, dark moles on his scruffy neck 
and yawns. “Last night I drink big whiskey with my 
friend Poland. Sleep three. Work five. But I good.”
 I smile, look out the window, and consider 
throwing myself out of the car. If I survive 
the impact, the sandy piles of radioactive dust 
absorbing my fall would still kill me. So, the 
journey with Yuri, the chain-smoking alcoholic 
who probably glows in the dark, continues down 

the country road at ninety kilometers an hour.
 “I come here thirteen years. I start as 
worker.” Yuri lifts his hat and runs his tribal-
tattooed left hand through his short, graphite-
colored hair. “Now Forst Unit lead engineer,” he 
continues, pronouncing fourth like first, and turns 
to me for acknowledgment. I have no idea what it 
takes to become lead engineer at Chernobyl, but it 
sounds impressive—I guess. How much could the 
Ukrainian government possibly be paying him to 
risk his life monitoring this silent, deadly threat? 
Not enough to turn down private tours under the 
table, apparently.
 “Thirteen years is a long time,” I answer. 
“When were you born?”
 “Seven-seven. February two seven, seven-
seven,” says Yuri, holding up some fingers. So, Yuri 
is eight years older than me, which puts him at forty-
one, which puts him at twenty-eight when he started 
his job in the reactor. I meander into the fog of 
roentgens, rems, and rads calculating his radiation 
exposure, but I lose my way quickly. 
 “I am fish,” continues Yuri.
 “What?”
 “I am fish.”
 “You like fish?”
 “I am fish. But I am also snake. Like China.”
 “Oh, yeah. Um, my mom is also fish,” 
I eventually answer. “But she wasn’t born in 
seventy-seven,” I say and smile, hoping to find 
some sort of common ground. Yuri laughs and 
then looks at me squarely.
 “I think you want exclusive photo, but you 
no take photo after three days,” he says and points 
at my camera.
 “But, I’m only here for three days,” I answer, 
unsure of what I’m answering to.
 “No. Only photo after three days,” he repeats 
and points at the sky.
 “Ah, yes, yes, yes. I’ll wait before I post 
anything, of course. I understand.”
 “If not, big trouble,” says Yuri and points 
at himself. The way Yuri impishly smiles, the way 
his clothes are draped over his thin frame, the 



way I imagine him working in the dark caverns of 
Chernobyl—Yuri reminds me a lot of Gollum. And 
like Gollum, he has many secrets.
 “I propose to you first stop—chich.”
 He means church.
 We get out of the car and I breathe in the 
Chernobyl air for the first time. I try to sense 
the contaminated particles entering my lungs 
and breaking apart chains of cells that begin to 
regenerate uncontrollably. But then I check my 
dosimeter and the reading is barely 0.3 μSv/h, 
less than what I was exposed to on my flight from 
Chicago. Yuri pats me on the back.
 “That is toy. I have real instrument. For later. 
Are Catholic?”
 “No. I world,” I answer, shaking my head at 
how dumb that sounds. “But it’s a beautiful church.”
 “I Catholic,” says Yuri as we approach the 
main doors of the small but ornate structure. I take 
some pictures of the church’s backlit golden dome 
while Yuri removes his hat, crosses his chest, and 
walks into the garden. I enter the vestibule, drawn 
by beautiful, eerie Gregorian chants. Trying to be 
discreet, I give the door to the sanctuary a gentle tug, 
but it’s locked.
 “They must be closed for choir practice.”
 “No. That is CD,” says Yuri who has reappeared 
with the key he had to borrow from the gardener.
 The church’s altar is dripping in gold. A 
gigantic chandelier anchors the vaulted ceiling’s 
converging lines and there’s not an inch of real 
estate left unadorned by iconography. Yuri lights 
a candle in the corner and comes over to me, 
crossing his chest one more time.
 “Worker died since two months. Three 
workers died since one years.”
 “How many people have died since you 
started your job?”
 “Many. But old mankinds. Alcohol and 
oncology,” says Yuri and touches his stomach.
 “Are you afraid?”
 “I not afraid. Some have phobia of radiation. 
Not good. Psykholohiya,” he says while tapping his 
skull. On the ride to our next destination I wonder 

if Yuri actually believes that radiation can be 
managed with a strong psyche.
 For all its complexities, one thing is certain: 
every dose of radiation, no matter how small, 
carries a finite risk.
 I remember reading about the Soviet soldiers 
who endured massive radiation exposure in the 
wake of the reactor explosion. All cases of acute 
radiation syndrome start the same way—nausea 
and vomiting, diarrhea, headaches, and fever. Then 
follows the symptomless latent period—radiation’s 
cruel joke gulling the patient to think that the 
worst is over. This period can last from one to four 
weeks, after which the body deteriorates rapidly 
from internal bleeding, skin peeling, and seizures. 
In Chernobyl, the lucky ones received such lethal 
doses during the explosion that they died within 
a few days. For the clean-up crew, a few minutes 
of shoveling radioactive debris became the start of 
decade-long battles with cancer. 
 A massive metal construction reveals itself 
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The St. Elijah Church in Chernobyl.
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St. Elijah Church's vaulted ceiling.



through the pines and I pause my philosophical 
pondering. I’ve heard about this place: the Duga 
Radar. A cold war era anti-ballistic missile warning 
network, Duga was nicknamed the Russian 
Woodpecker for its short, interruptive tapping 
noise affecting shortwave radio bands across the 
world. Theories of mind and weather control 
flourished prior to the fall of the Soviet Union and 
it’s easy to understand why. About a kilometer wide 
and 150 meters tall, the antennae grid is equally 
impressive and imposing.
 “Last year, two Russians and a Belarusian 
climb Duga,” says Yuri. I had seen images from 
Duga’s panoramic view online, but didn’t realize 
how hard it would be to summit the series of 
six twenty-five-meter ladders fastened by rusty 
Russian screws. There’s no safety harness. There’s 
no rope. “The Belarusian slip. Fifty meters and 
die.” Yuri does a little itsy-bitsy-spider move with 
his fingers before driving a fist into the palm of his 
other hand. “Is difficult. Tourist make problem for 
one day. We have problem for one year.” Yuri looks 
quizzically at the ladders as if the pointlessness of 
scaling them should be obvious, but something 
doesn’t make sense to me. A thin cylindrical metal 
band encases the ladder every few meters, which 
would have stopped the Belarusian along the way.
 “How could he fall that far? Did he climb on 
the outside?”
 “Da.”
 “Oh, so he idiot.”
 “Da.”
 We both chuckle as the clouds break.
 “Yuri, can you stand right there for a second?”
 He accepts, and I slip into my travel 
photographer persona, a side of me that’s been 
developed through years of asking strangers to 
walk left and right, look up, turn around, and stare 
contemplatively into space as I furiously press the 
shutter button. I show Yuri a few snaps—part of 
my process to win him over so he’ll continue to 
open doors that should be locked. He looks like 
an ant underneath a symmetrical tower of welded 
metal and cable.

 “Maybe you want me to take photo you? 
For memory.”
 I wander into a sun-filled spot underneath the 
steel skeleton and in the theater of my mind recreate 
the Belarusian’s fall, picking out the exact spots his 
body hit the girders, changing the rotational axis of 
his plummet towards certain death.
 “If you want, you can climb early,” says 
Yuri as I rejoin him. Assuming the climb takes an 
hour, the light won’t be much better tomorrow 
morning than it is now. The magic hour window 
for photography is unattainable in the summer 
due to Chernobyl’s government-imposed curfew. 
Explaining this to Yuri would not only be futile, but 
would also make me look like a gigantic chicken shit.
 “No. We go to Pripyat instead,” I finally answer.
 “Good. You like beer?”
 Walking right past the coolers, Yuri places two 
empty 1.5-liter water bottles on the counter of the 
tiny grocery store. The woman behind the cashier, 
gap-toothed and sporting a wicked bang cut, begins 
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Yuri holds a dosimeter in front of Pripyat’s entrance.
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The Duga Radar, also known as the Russian Woodpecker.
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Yuri beholds the kilometer-wide Duga Radar.
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The Duga Radar reveals itself through Chernobyl’s forest.



filling them from a hidden tap in the corner.
 “Good womans. Good beer,” says Yuri.
 This is not the town market where the ten 
thousand or so tourists who visit the exclusion 
zone every year get dumped to buy radiation-free 
chocolate bars and Fanta. This is the corner shop 
in Chernobyl’s main administrative building, 
servicing hundreds of military personnel and 
contractors at local prices. 
 “Office for beer downstairs. Office for work 
upstairs,” says Yuri as I hand over a 100 Hryvnia 
note—roughly $3.80—for the three liters of beer 
and a bagful of Yuri’s favorite salty snack: dried 
fish from the Black Sea. “I present for you,” Yuri 
excitedly exclaims as he ushers me up the short 
staircase from the store to the offices.
 When Yuri says, “I present for you,” it’s 
never really clear whether he means “I have a gift 
for you” or “I will show you.” Sometimes both, 
sometimes neither.
 In this case, what he shows me is Vladimir, 

a Ukrainian bear of a man clad in standard-issue 
fatigues from his shaved head down to his big 
toes. The gift, if there is one, is that Vladimir 
speaks great English. Maybe Yuri realized he 
was in deep water with the language barrier. Or 
maybe he just wanted another companion to scarf 
down all the goodies we’d just bought. Either 
way, we pull up some chairs around Yuri’s desk 
and power up his computer.
 “Vladimir go with me inside Forst Unit,” says 
Yuri as the Windows 2000 blue screen flickers on 
the monitor. 
 “How often do you go inside Reactor Four?”
 “Once one week. Twice one week. If we must.”
 “If we must,” echoes Vladimir, who I 
gather is Yuri’s military attaché. The soldier bites 
into head of a fish. I follow his lead. The salt 
combined with the bony texture is surprisingly 
good. Yuri double-clicks a folder and a gallery of 
flash photography from Reactor Four appears on 
the screen. A few men, dressed in white overalls 
and facemasks, carry instruments and perform 
readings inside the morbid tomb. The camera’s 
flash overexposes their skin in an attempt to 
illuminate the great hall, void of any daylight. 
Yuri can tell that their heroic day jobs have left an 
impression on me.
 “After this, camera not work,” says Yuri 
before licking his fingers and picking up the 
Canon point-and-shoot that’s been sitting on 
his desk. In Chernobyl, it’s a source of pride that 
radiation, if dosed correctly, can leave humans 
unharmed while rendering electronics and even 
heavy machinery useless. 
 “You send me photos?” he asks, grabbing my 
camera next. I agree and hand him my phone. Yuri 
squints while he writes down his email address, 
which reminds me of the well-documented link 
between radiation and cataracts. Satisfied with 
the implied transaction, Yuri speaks Ukrainian 
to Vladimir, who considers for a moment before 
nodding his head in agreement.
 “What size foots?” Yuri wants to know and 
takes a big swig of water bottle beer.
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Water-bottle beer for $3.80.



 “Forty-three, forty-four. Somewhere around 
there,” I answer. Yuri looks at Vladimir who once 
again nods.
 “Maybe in morning we go to special place. 
Very interesting. No others go there. Only us,” says 
Yuri and points at Vladimir and himself. “Vladimir 
has foots for you.” Yuri draws an imaginary line 
right underneath his knee cap.
 “Is it dangerous?”
 “For me, no. For you…”
 There’s that mischievous smile again. Yuri, 
my Ukrainian Gollum. Is he balancing the value of 
a short-term, possibly life-altering experience with 
the long-term harm it may cause? Maybe he’s trying 
to scare me? Or maybe he’s just lonely, wanting a 
comrade to join his radioactive destiny?
 “How much radiation?”
 “Eh. One roentgen.”
 Once again, my math fails me. Yuri senses 
my hesitation.
 “Very, very interesting place. 
Underground laboratory.”
 “So, it’s dark. Not good for photography?”
 “Use flash. Very special,” says Yuri and points 
at his eye. “You will see.”
 I spend that night listening to the incessant 
barking of wild dogs and staring at the ceiling of 
my bare-bones Chernobyl hotel room.
 Yuri had agreed to pick me up outside the 
hotel the next morning at 8:20 AM. At 7:58 he 
opens the door to my room without knocking. 
I’m in my underwear and putting on my contact 
lenses, but I don’t need them to see that Yuri 
looks like shit.
 “Good morning Yuri. How are you, man?”
 “Not good. This morning my grandmother 
died.”
 “Oh no. I’m so sorry to hear that, Yuri. I 
really am.” 
 “She had eighty-nine.”
 “That’s a long, good life.”
 Yuri gives me my foots, a pair of knee-high 
rubber boots, and a two-page contract that I read 
on our way to Pripyat, the city that was evacuated 

overnight amid the nuclear disaster. We pass the 
exclusion zone’s ten-kilometer radius checkpoint. 
Don’t enter any buildings. Don’t touch anything. 
Don’t drink alcohol. Don’t smoke cigarettes. Don’t 
leave your guide.
 As soon as we get out of the car in Pripyat, 
Yuri lights a cigarette and leads me inside a high-
rise where he plays on an abandoned piano and 
pours two plastic cups of Ukrainian cognac, 
honoring his deceased grandmother, before 
sending me on a solo mission up the sixteen flights 
of stairs for a rooftop view of the city.
 Through a broken window in the stairwell 
I spot Chernobyl’s Reactor Four about two 
kilometers away. Nicknamed the Sarcophagus, 
its silvery half-barrel appears like a little island 
among the lush June forest that has overtaken 
the landscape. Downstairs I can hear faint music 
from the broken piano and Yuri singing, his voice 
echoing through the shell that’s left of this once-
thriving apartment complex. 
 “Cognac?” asks Yuri as I return to the bottom 
of the staircase. We solemnly toast. I teach him 
what cheers sounds like in Norwegian—skål. He 
teaches me how to survive in Chernobyl. Using his 
industrial strength dosimeter, Yuri reveals the secrets 
of radiation—differences among alpha, gamma, 
and beta rays and how long the body can withstand 
each. The localized hot spots surprise me the most. 
A random piece of clothing or machinery can kill 
you upon contact, yet from a few meters away the 
dosimeters pick up nothing. We walk with a false sense 
of security in an invisible minefield.
 “Why is the underground laboratory so 
radioactive?” I ask Yuri once we’re back in the car.
 “They put graphite sample. After the accident.”
 “How many microsievert?”
 “Yes,” says Yuri.
 “No, Yuri,” I insist and point at my dosimeter 
showing a relatively modest 0.5 μSv/h.
 “How many numbers?”
 “Oh. One thousand. Maybe two thousand.” 
That is more than a year’s worth recommended 
dosage. “Solid. Not dust. Only one, two minutes.”
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Top: Yuri at the local market. Bottom: Yuri at his office. 
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A concert room in Pripyat.
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Yuri explores an old apartment building and pours two glasses of cognac.
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Mural featuring Soviet propaganda in Pripyat.
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Yuri inside Pripyat’s gymnasium.
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The local daycare center in Pripyat.



 “That is too much, Yuri,” I declare from the 
back seat. Yuri turns around.
 “You are strong mankinds. Not a problem.”
 “No, I don’t think so.”
 “You don’t want to go?”
 This becomes another character-defining 
decision in my life. Carve virgin tracks in thigh-
high powder, but accept that my snowboard and 
I could be buried by an avalanche at any moment. 
Race against altitude sickness to reach the summit 
by sunrise, but accept that every step up the 
mountain is a step away from help. Descend into 
the radioactive laboratory for a sight that could 
change my artistic outlook forever, but accept that 
the visit could be my end someday.
 “No.”
 “Okay, no problem.”
 Yuri says something in Ukrainian to the 
driver who slows down. As often happens, the 
underground laboratory becomes alive and 
more vivid in my imagination than it would’ve 
been in real life. At least that’s what I tell myself 
of as we begin a three-point turn on the narrow 
country road.
 “Let’s go shopping!” Yuri jokes to change the 
mood. We pull up near the Pripyat supermarket 
and a few stray dogs join our stroll towards the 
blown-out building complete with an underground 
parking structure.
 “These guys kept me up all night.”
 “Dogs hungry. Dogs eats cats. Wolves eats 
dogs.”
 And who eats the wolves? The Samosely—the 
last generation of Chernobyl natives that live inside 
the thirty-kilometer exclusion zone. Well, they 
shoot them, at least.
 “I present for you,” says Yuri with delight.
 Near the entrance of the supermarket lies a 
manhole cover. Yuri brings his dosimeter close and 
it reads seven thousand beta. A normal background 
reading averages about twenty beta. I raise my 
camera to capture the overturned shopping carts 
and debris, but the LCD screen freezes and turns 
green. I back off, quickly switching the power 

button on and off.
 “When is the next time you go into Reactor 
Four?” I ask, pretending that nothing is wrong.
 “Next week,” says Yuri. “There is new 
project to inspect one nine zero rooms in Forst 
Unit. Big project.”
 “Do you have a wife?” The camera won’t 
power up. I know the battery is full. I walk farther 
away, keeping the conversation alive.
 “Yes. My third wife. I see her one day since 
two weeks. We have son. Daniil has eight. He start 
university for childs. I have daughter from second 
wife. But no childs from first wife. First wife was 
long time. First love. Bad idea,” says Yuri and laughs.
 The LCD screen flickers and we’re back in 
business.
 “First love is usually a bad idea,” I say, 
relieved. “That’s why it’s first.”
 As we get back in the car, Yuri’s heavy-duty 
dosimeter falls out of his shoulder bag and hits the 
ground hard. The backplate pops off, but luckily 
isn’t broken. Yuri reinstalls it and cracks a joke 
about it to the driver. This happens to Yuri again 
while exiting the car minutes later. And again, in 
the shadow of Pripyat’s iconic Ferris wheel while 
rummaging through his bag for cups and cognac. 
And the final time, as he stumbles on a concrete 
slab inside the unfinished Chernobyl Cooling 
Tower, whose playful, otherworldly echo stays with 
you forever. We are fortunate to have no wind, and 
the sound of even the slightest breath bounces off 
the walls of this incredible chimney as we raise our 
glasses one last time.
 The hotel is practically empty the next 
morning. The driver, who doesn’t speak a lick of 
English, sits opposite me in the big dining hall. 
Without the distraction of a phone, television, 
or camera, breakfast turns into an unspoken 
competition of who can finish the scrambled eggs 
first to end the awkward date.
 “I present for you…”
 “Good morning, Yuri.”
 “We visit Baba Gana. But first must buys foods.”
 Apparently, Baba Gana, Ukrainian for 
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Top: Yuri and our driver passing by Reactor Four. Bottom: Yuri walks past Pripyat’s recreational park.
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Yuri inspecting an abandoned factory in Pripyat.
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The unfinished cooling tower near Reactor Four.
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Inside the unfinished cooling tower.



The Sarcophagus, or Reactor Four, as seen from Pripyat.

Grandmother Gana, is a master whiskey distiller. 
But she is low on yeast, so we pick some up on our 
way into the Chernobyl wilderness. Yuri seems 
sober for once, but he still manages to get us lost 
almost immediately, which means he doesn’t visit 
Baba Gana often, which means I’ll be scratching my 
exclusive adventure itch sooner rather than later.
 Through a sea of pines, a little farmhouse 
appears. In its doorway stands Baba Gana. She 
is one of the last surviving Samosely. Her people 
returned to the contaminated land shortly after 
that cataclysmic event in 1986. Committed to 
the only life they have ever known, the Samosely 
continue their withdrawn existence deep in the 
Ukrainian woodlands to this day.
 Baba Gana’s face is so weathered it looks 
like an old leather handbag with a floral-patterned 
headscarf wrapped around it. Most of her teeth are 
missing. Open sores, either from radiation, poor 
circulation, or some other illness, cover her feet. 
But she is an amazing cook. And her whiskey isn’t 
bad either.
 Evidently, whiskey is a catch-all for any kind 
of moonshine in Ukraine. Since it’s pronounced 
roughly the same in their language, it’s an easy 
catch in the conversation between Yuri and Baba 
Gana, who puts the former to work carrying a large 
vat from the distillery hut to the main house. The 
century-old wooden structure consists of a kitchen 
and two bedrooms, which double as dining and 
entertainment rooms when guests arrive. Baba 
Gana’s sister-in-law, whose name I never catch, sits 
on the edge of her corner bed in a crooked, fixed 
position. Thick woolen socks cover her legs and I 
can guess why. I try to get a reaction, but she only 
stares at a muted television cartoon. Outside, the 
property is well kept with plots of potato, an empty 
chicken coup (Baba Gana recently ate the chicken), 
and little gardens for beetroot, onion, and cabbage.
 My head hits the low-lying doorframe on 
my way into the kitchen where Baba Gana shuffles 
around in her slippers, tending to a casserole of 
green borscht. She keeps everything on the floor—
unused kettles, flour and sugar, firewood, canned 

goods, utensils, and even leftovers in covered-up 
pots and pans. Perhaps a lifetime of farming has 
made bending over so natural for Baba Gana. 
Perhaps it’s the short distance to the ground, given 
her tiny stature. I can’t even touch my toes, but 
Baba Gana easily folds in half and goes to town on 
a tin box of preserved meat with a can opener.
 “Baba Gana live here for three zero years,” says 
Yuri and hands me a shot glass of moonshine. We sit 
down at the dining table covered in wax paper.
 “Why did she decide to come back after 
the accident?”
 “Because,” Yuri starts, but grows frustrated 
with the translation. It’s difficult to watch 
someone dumb down their language when they 
have so much more to say, but Yuri makes his 
point. He presses the palms of his hands to his 
chest. “This home.” 
  “Za zdorovja,” I toast. Our glasses touch and 
we throw back Baba Gana’s whiskey while she 
giggles in the corner. “Who is that?” I ask, looking 
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Baba gana tasting the borscht and making syrniki.
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Baba Gana's sister and Yuri drinking moonshine.



Baba gana in her distillery hut.

lost on the drive out again, but I don’t care. The 
endless rows of pines pass us by in a drunken blur, 
occasionally interrupted by the warm glare of the 
afternoon sun cutting through the branches and 
falling on my cheek. I ask Yuri if Baba Gana reminds 
him of his grandmother who passed yesterday, but 
immediately regret it.
 “Maybe,” he answers and hands me a piece 
of cherry-flavored hard candy. “Anti-whiskey 
equipment,” he says and turns his eyes back out on 
the road.
 At the thirty-kilometer exclusion zone 
checkpoint, Yuri and I hand over our passports and 
papers to the authorities for the last time. I’m to 
continue two hours south to Kiev; Yuri will return 
to Reactor Four. For a moment, we just stand there 
looking at each other, surrounded by armed guards, 
Geiger counters, and busloads of tourists coming 
and going. We laugh, still a little boozy. Yuri extends 
his hand. I move past it and give him a long hug. So 
what if he is a little radioactive? I think I’ll survive. ●

at a framed black and white photo hung between 
the two windows next to the dining table.
 “This her husband,” says Yuri and lowers his 
voice. “But he die.”
 “Does she have any children?” I ask, as Yuri 
refills my glass.
 “Yes, have a son. But he die since two years.”
 Baba Gana places small plates of pickled 
vegetables, syrniki—thick Ukrainian pancakes 
eaten with strawberry jam—and smoked pork lard 
on the table.
 “Best Ukrainian pork!” Yuri digs in and 
shows me how it’s done—the alcohol has made me 
hungry. “Russia pork is shit. China pork is shit. 
Everyone wants Ukrainian pork!”
 We feast and another round of moonshine 
goes down the hatch. Yuri becomes a little loose 
and skips across the floor to Baba Gana to sample 
the pot of borscht she is cooking. A little more 
salt. Her turn to try. The green schavel sticks 
to the corner of her mouth and Baba Gana is 
momentarily embarrassed. He gives her a hug and 
tells her a joke I don’t understand. She laughs and 
motions for him to sit back down. I take a deep 
breath and smile at the immovable sister-in-law in 
the corner. She finally smiles back.
 For the next hour or so, Yuri and I get 
hammered on moonshine and green borscht while 
Baba Gana talks the ear off our driver who decided 
to join us for the meal. I think she has a crush on 
him. He politely endures one twenty-minute rant 
after another while Yuri and I take turns stepping 
outside to cool off and relieve ourselves.
 “This is Chernobyl life,” says Yuri—not 
with pride or force, but with an air of clarification 
as if I had misunderstood this place all along. 
Underneath the layers of horror, recovery, and 
tourism there is another reality almost forgotten by 
the outside world.  
 A few moments later we say our goodbyes to 
Baba Gana, who kisses me on both my cheeks and 
whispers, “God be with you.”
 I respond, “And with you,” even though 
I’m not religious. It doesn’t take us long to get 
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